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GARDEN WEDDING PACKAGE 
    -Approximately 5 hours of coverage                       
    -Ceremony & reception recorded with 1 camera 
    -Wedding title 
    - One DVD copy of the wedding     
  
                          
   QUALITY WEDDING PACKAGE                  
    -Approximately 6 hours of coverage               
    -Ceremony recorded with 2 cameras                    
       and a wireless microphone 
    -The reception recorded using 1 camera               
    -One DVD copy of the wedding   
  
   
    DELUXE WEDDING PACKAGE 
    -Approximately 8 hours of coverage                
    -Pre-wedding coverage 
    -Ceremony recorded with 2 cameras                   
      and 1 wireless microphone & a digital 
      audio recorder                      
    -The reception recorded using 2 cameras              
      (2nd camera for entrance and toasts)         
    -Opening graphics & freeze frame closing                      
    -Deluxe Synopsis – highlights (10-12 min)      
    -Two DVD copies of the wedding  
 
    
   CLASSIC WEDDING PACKAGE 
     -Approximately 9 hours of coverage 
     - Pre-wedding coverage  
     - Ceremony recorded with 2 cameras                   
      and 1 wireless microphone & a digital 
      audio recorder                   
     -The reception recorded using 2 cameras               
       (2nd camera for entrance and toasts) 
     -Third camera coverage 
     -Opening graphics & freeze frame closing 
     -Trailer Film - 2 minute preview film  
     -Deluxe Synopsis - highlights (10-12 min)       
     -Three DVD copies of the wedding 
 

 
 
 
CEREMONY & RECEPTION COVERAGE 
      
     Garden Wedding Package --    
    
     Quality Wedding Package ---       
 
     Deluxe Wedding Package ----    
 
     Classic Wedding Package ----       
 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
A VIDEO MONTAGE is video with    
photographs of the bride and groom set to music.  It 
may include video clips.  It is usually shown at the 
prenuptial dinner. 
 
A LOVE STORY is film consisting of personal 
interviews and a romantic location, edited to music 
with enhancing special effects.  
  
The DELUXE SYNOPSIS is a highlight film of 
special moments from the wedding with both 
natural sound and music.  It is 10 to 12 minutes in 
viewing time. 
 
The TRAILER FILM is a 2 minute preview of the 
wedding film.  Usually edited before the main film 
is released. 
 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICES 
     Ceremony only -------------------   
     Extra DVD copies (each disk) --      
     Deluxe Synopsis -----------------                                 
     Trailer Film -----------------------       
     Extra camera at ceremony-------          
     Extra camera at reception -------          
     Extra coverage (per 1/2 hour)---          
     Additional Locations --------  add        
    
Prices are subject to change without notice.  We 
have only fully trained experienced crews.  01/17 


